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This invention relates to a novel piano 
having quarter tones and consists essentially 
therein that the key-board is composed of 
three full key-boards of which the lower 
key~board contains the full tones, while the 
middle key-board is somewhat displaced 
with regard to the lower key-board and con 
tains the quarter tones, the upper key-board 
representing a short repetition of the lower 
key-board, the keys of which are in mechani 
cal connection with the keys of the lower 
key-board. 
This invention consists furthermore in 

the employment of a double sounding board, 
which by special means is so compensated 
that the vibrations of the individual boards 
are brought into unison. ' 

lVit-h quarter tone keyed instruments is known to employ key-boards, in which 
the quarter tones are inserted between the 
half tone keys by having the width of all 
keys made‘of a reduced size. A key-board 
of this kind, which is Obtained from a nor 
mal key-board by vertically subdividing 
the same is difficult to play on account of 
the small width of all keys. 
Furthermore, there ‘are key-boards in 

which the quarter tone keys are positioned 
in a plurality of closed strips placed hori 
zont-ally between the keys of the half tones. 
By this arrangement the vertical playing 
depth, of all rows of keys is diminished in 
such a way, that with hands of “medium 
size it is not possible to strike a greater ac 
cord upon one strip of keys. If an‘ at 
tempt were made to reach several tones of 
the same accord upon a row of keys which 
is placed further in the rear, it would be 
found that the playing is unsatisfactory 
because the ordinary hand could not bridge 
the intermediate row 'of keys. Conse 
quently it becomes necessary to discard al 
together the system of a p’urality of rows 
of keys with a small depth of play and to dis 
pose the rows of keys so that the front row 
will comprise in the usual manner the full 
and the half- tones, while a second ‘row is 
placed somewhat higher than and in the". 
rear of said front row, the second row con 
taining the quarter tones and a third row of 
keys disposed still higher and in the rear 
of said second row, said third row represent 
ing a shortened duplicate of the lower ?rst 
row of'keys. ' 

From reasons which are connected with 
the playing of the instrument, it will be 

desirable to always placev the rear playing 
surface higherthan the front surface to an 
extent as would correspond in normal key 
boards to the dilference in the height be 
tween white and black keys. By this it 
will be necessary to reduce as much as pos~ 
sible the difference in height within the 
same row of keys, which contains all tones 
in even width and in chromatic sequence, 

Since it will frequently be impossible to 
move the inner ?ngers of the hand from 
the middle row of keys for the quarter 
tones towards the lower row containing the 
normal keys, there is further arranged a 
third. strip of keys in the rear and above 
the strip of the keys for the quarter tones, 
whose keys may be rigidly connected with 
the appertaining lower normal keys. In 
this case, the connections will pass through 
the intermediate spaces of the strip of keys 
‘for the quarter tones and may for instance 
consist of two strong pins of iron wire and 
a screw for the tightening of the same. 
The wire pins are provided at their upper 
ends with a right-hand thread and at their 
lower ends with a left-hand thread and are 
furthermore provided with a proper out 
permitting a regulation bymeans of a screw 

dr1ver. The keys may be ‘constructed levers and brought in'operating connection 
With the ‘appertaining lower normal keysv 
or their mechanisms. The quarter tone 
keys, winch are constructed as levers with 
a single arm, are positioned in the rear with- ~‘ 
in caps, while the lower keys for the full 
tones and the half tones are positioned 
upon scale-beams and bent at their front 
end in upward direction in order to at--' 
tain the necessary di?‘erence‘in the height 
between ‘the two rows of keys. All keys 
are towards above shaped obliquely, such 
as is the case in the upper tones of normal 
instruments. ‘ ' 7 

Since the key-board. in which the white 
and black keys are of even length, would 
offer to the eye a somewhat confusing pic 
ture, it will "be necessary to retain in some 
form the ‘enlargement of the white keys 
which is present in the usual key-boards in 
front of the black keys. In the rear row of 
keys for reasons connected with the playing 
this will not be desirable, it will. however 
be possible at the front and middle row of 
keys. In this case, for technical reasons.v 
the usual width of the strip of the keys is 
somewhat reduced. 
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The key-board is shown diagrammatically 
in a top-view in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2 in a 
side view. Fig. 3 shows a modi?ed form of. 
the piano according to this invention-‘em; 
ploying a double sounding board and means 
for compensating the sound differences of 
the two partgthereof. In the first row the 
keys 1 will give the full tones and 2 the half 
tones and upon ‘the middle key-board the 
keys 3 and 4 will represent the quarter-tones7 
while upon the? upper key-board the keys 5 
and-6 will correspond to the lowermost-keys 
'1 and 2. ' Y ' ' ' s 

In this key-board there have been used in 
every case ‘two acoustically ' independent 
sounding boards, of'which one serves for the 
transmission of the full'and half tones, the 
other for the’tra-nsmission of the :quarter 
tones to the audience. It is known, that in 
spite of most careful manufacture} two in“ 
struments will always be different from each 
other in their individual tones, ~'a¥featu_re, 
which for the present case is most undesir 
able. t will therefore be necessary to bring 

a the vibrating parts, that is to say the sound— 
ing boards, in intimate mechanical connec 
tion with each other. 
The most suitable basis for a construction 

of this kind is found in the double sounding 
board, in which, asknown the two individ 
ual boards are connected by having the vi-. 
brations' of the upper bridge transmitted 
through ‘ a third‘ vbridge positioned‘ between 
both sounding boards uponthe lower board 
and vice versa. The vibrations of the 
lower bridge will‘ also be transmitted'upon 
the upper board. 
Double sounding boards 1 have, heretofore 

been used in many variations with the ‘pur 
pose to increase‘the-strength of the tone of. 
a normal piano. Since, however, the sound 
ing board‘ "represents a 'in-ass expandingin 
the manner of a surface, (and accordingly; 
will be set into forced vibrations by- an in) 
pulse of fixedv strength, an augmentation of 
this mass with thestrength of the impulse 
remaining the same, willnever- cause to aug 
ment the vibrations-in its entirety, but the 
excitingiinpulse will distribute itself upon 
both surfaces, so that they will swing with 
one half of the energy. The rare use, of 
double sounding boards in'aetual practice/is 
a proof for this. 
The present invention, which consists in 

the employment of a so-called double sound 
ing board for the construction of ai-grand 
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piano with quarter tones, has therefore not 
for its purpose to increase the strength of 
the tone, but to bring about a compensation 
oflthen'onna'll'y occurring differences in the 
sounds, given by the two sounding boards. 
This ‘is attained by exciting both sounding 
boards uniformly during the striking of a 
half tone as well as of a quarter tone.‘ 
In Fig. 3, 7 represents the sounding heart 

for the quarter tones and .8 the sounding 
board for the half, tones, the arch of the 
latter and arrangement of the ribs being 
opposed togthe upper sounding board. and 10 designate the appertaining lateral 
bridges whi-lell represents the'intermediale 
bridge effecting the transmission, 
bridge being-eventually provided with open 
ings. 12 and 13 designate the two iron 
frames, which carry the strings of the in 
strument, either of said frames represent 
ing the re?ected image of theother; 
Iclaim: ' 
1. In’ a quarter tone piano the 'combina 

tion ‘of three fullgkey-boards‘arranged one 
above the other, the lower- of said key 
boards containing vthev full tones and the 
semitones, the middle being somewhat, dis 
placed against the flower board and contain-7 
ing the‘ quarter tones, and, the upper key 
board representing a short repetition of the 
lower key-board,’ with mechanical means for 
interconnecting the keys of the'upper- with 
those ofthe lower board. > c 

2. A quarter tone =pianoyconiprising three 
full key-boards‘ arranged one above ‘the 
other,tl1e lower of said keyboards contain 

_ ing ‘the ‘full tones and the semitones, the 
middle ‘board being displaced against the 
lower board I and containing the quarter 
tones,‘ while the upper-board represents a 
short repetition vofrthelower keygboard, said 
two upper keyeboards having all keys of 
even length and the full tone keys of the 
lowermost key board ~projecting only rela— 
tively little above the keys, for the semitones, 
and. means for lnterconnecting the kevs of 
the key-board with-those of the lower board. ' v . 

3. A quarter tone piano according to 
claim 1, having two soundingboards, which 
are connected by a bridge for compensateupJ 
the tone differences ofv the two sounding 

boards. In testimony whereof I a?ixed my signa 
ture. 

FRANZ» AUGUST~GERHARD F?RSTIER. 
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